Schörghuber
internal doors
Doors are an important integral part of residential concepts
of tomorrow. The design and shape of doors complement
the architectural concept. Whether for use in exclusive
residential projects or in listed villas, Schörghuber adds
a very special touch to every door. Timeless elegance,
creative playfulness or unobtrusive simplicity – doors can
be cleverly be used as style elements in any interior design,
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Residential doors for all purposes

Doors for basements and functional areas

Apartment doors
Apartment doors should match the individual style of the location. Their interior and exterior values
are crucial to the security and comfort of the residents. The base consists of high-quality door leaf
and frame designs. Approved acoustic insulation and certified burglar protection can be combined
with fire and smoke protection. Intelligent door communication can be integrated. Smart home
technologies allow handling and control of the doors via smartphones.

Internal doors
Currently there is a revival of high-quality styles and premium quality. Whether modern design,
understated simplicity or classic elegance, room doors can be individually designed for every type
of residential architecture. From exclusive apartments to Cubist townhouses. Schörghuber doors
can fulfil any design expectations at the highest level of quality. Room-high doors are impressive,
while narrow frames, concealed and flush-fitting hardware underscore a minimalist style. There are
no limits to the design options.
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Doors for historic buildings
Old townhouses, listed buildings and renovated old villas have their own special flair. Doors should
have an expressive look coupled with all-out functionality in line with the high demands of such
buildings. Panels, infills or elaborate profiles, shaped arches and exquisite surface finishes provide
the doors and frames with a special character. When it comes to renovations, there are often
high demands regarding monument conservation. Schörghuber doors can meet all demands
regarding dimensions, individual design, safety and the required comfort features. Each door
can be manufactured uniquely.

Doors for basements and functional areas
Functionality is the most important aspect in such areas. Whether safety doors for the basement,
fire-retarding doors or flaps for heater or technical rooms or access doors from the garage to the
residence as a T30 version. Schörghuber offers the suitable door for every purpose and every
budget. To withstand climatic variations, these doors should be equipped with climatic class III. For
roofed and weathered outdoor areas there are walkway and entrance doors that can be equipped
with functions such as fire protection or burglar protection.
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Functions and equipment
Design examples

Equipment options
Metal-marking resistance
As additional protection of premium colour-coated
doors and frames we recommend the use of
transparent top coating that is applied as a finish
to the painted surface.

Smart Home concepts

White surfaces

Schörghuber doors can be equipped with intelligent Smart Home technologies,
which allow their convenient control and handling via the smartphone or tablet.
Access rights can be distributed, blocked or modified online. An integrated
camera and concealed microphone allow communication via smartphone.
IP technology allows the future-safe connection of additional Smart Home
equipment. Functions such as fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation
and burglar protection are possible in combination with these concepts.

The Schörghuber design range offers a great selection of white surface
finishes for every budget. They include high-quality premium colour coating,
white lacquer or Schörghuber “Diamond white”, an extremely smooth solid
colour HPL laminate. The CPL collection offers various white styles. Solid white
lacquer is a smooth, pure white CPL that consists of completely white base
material. Very matt, so-called anti-fingerprint laminate offers new possibilities.
Apartment doors can be designed with different surface finishes on the inside
and the outside.

Maximum reduction and clearly structured design – Schörghuber doors allow the implementation
of the architectural design requirements with the highest quality levels. The concealed aluminium
frame “Zeroline” is an understated design variation that gives the door an unframed look.
In combination with type 3, a flush-fitting door leaf with 50 mm door thickness and concealed
hinges, it creates a flush-fitting transition between the door leaf and the wall. With this version,
door heights up to 2700 mm, with top part even up to 3200 mm, are possible, also in combination
with various functions.

Aluminium frame “Zeroline”

Fittings

Solid wood framed door Seamless without glazing beads

The concealed aluminium frame “Zeroline” combines a flush-fitting door
view of the wall with functional aspects. The special aluminium profile is
fully integrated into the wall during fitting, creating an unframed look. During
plastering, the plaster net that can be clicked into the frame profile prevents
unattractive hair cracks between the door frame and the wall. The frame
design comprises approved fire and smoke protection, acoustic insulation,
and burglar protection.

Simple, unadorned architecture calls for the use of concealed hinges and
flush-fitting lever handles without escutcheons. As eye-catchers, fittings can
be highlighted with noble surface finishes. Locks with silent latches ensure
the quiet closing of doors. In apartment doors, hinges and lock plates are
preferably made of stainless steel, multiple-point locking increases the security.
There is a large variety of protective fittings that suit the quality and security
needs of every user.

Doors with large glazing sections link rooms, allow light to penetrate dark hallways and create open
living environments. The solid wood framed door type 25 Seamless 50 without glazing beads offers
a particularly sophisticated door solution. At only 70 mm, the frieze is particularly slim. This makes
the glazing look even larger while creating a high degree of transparency and translucency.
A wooden profile frame without decorative rebate creates a flush-fitting appearance. Depending
on the constructional situation and requirements, this design even fulfils fire and smoke protection
and acoustic insulation requirements.

Internal room door with aluminium frame “Zeroline”

Climatic class III
Unheated residential hallways or staircases,
basement areas and rooms that are frequently
ventilated are subject to intense temperature and
air humidity variations. In these areas, door sets
with climatic class III should be used. They resist
temperature variations up to 20 degrees and air
humidity differences of 50%.
Light & Brilliance surface finish collection
The Light & Brilliance collection consists of very
smooth high-gloss surface finishes. It includes the
colours white, grey, anthracite and black in unique
brilliance and depth. Light effects and reflections
give the door and frame an unmistakable personality.

Tubular chipboard doors
For standard apartment construction Schörghuber
offers the tubular chipboard door type 1N-RT with
42 mm door thickness. As standard, these doors
comply with the highest mechanical duty category
4 acc. to DIN EN 1192 and can be combined with
nearly all frame variations.
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Internal doors in action
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01

David Chipperfield Architects Berlin
Solid core sliding door type 16 with special handle recess,
dimension 1000 x 3300 mm

02

Just Living Waisenstraße, Berlin
Smoke protection door type 16, climatic class III,
slimline solid wooden block frame, premium colour
coating RAL 9005 Jet black, concealed closer.

03

Apartimentum Hamburg
Solid-core double-leaf door type 4 with wooden
wrap-around frame, premium colour coating RAL 9010
Pure white, concealed hinges.

